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Dear readers,  
 

 Safety is affected by climatic conditions. Extreme heat, extreme 
cold and drastic change in wind systems cause equipments to fail or mal 
function leading to unsafe conditions. Human resources are also affected due 
to illness, impaired visibility and other mal functions of senses caused by 
extreme climatic condition affecting safety. 

But Railway has over the years set systems which take care of vagaries 
of climate. For summer we have well laid exercises done under summer 
precautions. Emphasis is on maintenance of tracks to prevent buckling; to 
check coolants in engines to prevent hot engines; to maintain temperature of 
electronic circuits lest they behave erratically; make adequate drinking water 
arrangement at work spots like maintenance depots, yards and gangs etc. 
Similarly there are specific arrangements for cold, cyclonic conditions and 
lightening. 

The tendency to show a failure under bad weather and sit tight is not 
good for safety. We have to analyze each such failure to find out if the 
required precaution was taken in view of the bad weather. For example 
lightening can cause failure of signaling system. But to prevent such failure we 
have ‘A’ class lightening arresters, surge protection devices and earthing 
arrangement. These have to be checked before the on set of Norwaster when 
lightening is frequent. Any signal failure for lightening should be analysed to 
see if all the devises to give protection from lightening were given the 
scheduled maintenance and they were in good fettle. 

Since we work 24 hours a day and seven days a week, we have to make 
weather our friend and know how to treat it as it changes from time to time 
and season to season. 

Good luck for the continuing harsh summer and the monsoon on the 
wings. 

 

Sd/- 
H.K. Dutta 

PCSO/ECoR/BBS 
  



 

EFFECT OF ELECTRICAL EARTHING 
By S C Naik, Dy CSO/Elect 

Earthing is one of the main factors in electrical systems to protect the humans from geting 
electric shock. Earthing is used in almost every equipment. Earthing is a system in which body of the 
equipment is connected to earth with the help of wires or cables. Earthing is also known as the 
grounding system. Earthing is defined as the disharge of electric current to the earth with the help 
of  wires or cables having low resistance. Mostly Galvanised iron (G.I) strips are used for the 
earthing. Earthing protects humans from getting electric shock from leakage current or when a live 
wire or cable comes in the contact of the body of the equipment or from short circuit current. 
Why earthing is important in electrical systems 

 Earthing keeps humans safe from getting electric shock. 
 Earthing protects equipments form getting damaged due to excessive flow of current in the 

circuit due to some reason or the other.  
 Earthing prevents risk of damage to an equipment from leakage current. 
 Earthing provides the easiest path to the flow of the short circuit current even after failure 

of insulation. 
TYPES OF EARTHING  
1. Strip Earthing: In this system of earthing strip electrodes of cross section not less than 25 mm 

x 1.6 mm if of copper and 25 mm x 4 mm if galvanized iron or steel are buried in horizontal 
trenches of minimum depth 0.5 meter. If round conductors are used, their crosssectional area 
shall not be smaller than 3.0 mm2 if copper and 6 mm2 if galvanized iron or steel.Length of 
buried conductor shall be sufficient to give required earth resistance. It shall not be less than 15 
meters. 

2. Electrodes shall be as widely distributed as possible, preferably in a single or circular trench or in 
a number of trenches radiating from a point. If conditions require use of more than one strip, 
they shall be laid either in parallel trenches or in radial trenches. This type of earthing is used at 
places which have rocky earth bed because at such placed excavations work for plate earthing is 
difficult. 

3. Rod Earthing: In this system of earthing 12.5 mm diameter solid rod of copper or 16 mm diameter 
solid rod of galvanized iron or steel; or hollow section 25 mm G I pipes of length not less than 2.5 
meters are driven vertically into the earth either manually or by pneumatic hammer. In order to 
increase the embedded length of electrodes under the ground, which is sometimes necessary to 
reduce the earth resistance to desired value, more than one rod sections are hammered one 
above the other. This system of earthing is suitable for areas which are sandy in character. This 
system of earthing is very cheap as no excavation work is involved.  

4. Pipe Earthing:- Pipe earthing is the best form of earthing and is very cheap. In this method of 
earthing, a galvanized and perforated pipe of approved length and diameter is placed up right in a 
permanently wet soil.Size of the pipe depends on current to be carried and type of  soil. Usually 
pipe used for this purpose is of diameter 38 mm and 2.5 meters in length for ordinary soil or of 
greater length in case of dry and rocky soil.Depth to which the pipe must be buried depends on 
the moisture in the ground.Pipe is placed at a depth of 3.75 meters (minimum).Pipe has a tappered 
casing at the lower end in order to facilitate driving.Pipe at the bottom is surrounded by broken 
pieces of coke to increase effective area of the earth and to decrease earth resistance. Another 
pipe of 19 mm diameter and minimum length 1.25 meter is connected at the top to G I pipe 
through reducing socket. In our country in summer moisture in soil decreases which increase 



earth resistance.Therefore a cement concrete work is done to keep the water arrangement 
accessible in summer to have an effective earth.Three or four buckets of water are put through 
a funnel connected to a 19 mm diameter pipe, which is further connected to a G I pipe. Earth wire 
(either G I wire or G I Strip of sufficient cross section to carry faulty current safely) is carried 
in a G I pipe of diameter 13 mm at a depth of about 60 mm from the ground). 

5. Plate Earthing:- In plate earthing an earthing plate either of copper of dimensions 60 cm x 60 cm 
x 3 mm or of galvanized iron of dimensions 60 cm x 60 cm x 6 mm is buried into the ground with 
its face vertical at a depth of not less than 3 meters from ground level. The earth plate is 
embedded in alternate layers of coke and salt for a minimum thickness of 15 cm.Earth wire (G I 
wire for G I plate earthing and copper wire for copper plate earthing) is securely bolted to an 
earth plate with the help of a bolt, nut and washer made of material of that of earth plate (made 
of copper in case of copper plate earthing and of galvanized iron in case of G I plate earthing). A 
small masonry brick wall enclosure with a cast iron cover on top or an R C C pipe round the earth 
plate is provided to facilitate its identification and for carrying out periodical inspection and 
tests. For smaller installations G I pipe earthing is used and for larger stations and transmission 
lines, where fault current is likely to be high, plate earthing is used. 

 
PRECAUTIONS  

 Always see that earthing requirements are observed without any compromise.  
 Never use an earth return to serve as neutral when tapping single phase supply. 
 Consumer neutral must always be maintained pucca and proper linkage with the system neutral 

ensured.  
 Remember that earth wire will carry current during fault conditions and hence adequate size 

of the wire should be used for earthing.  
 Remember that removal of the earth or improper maintenance of the earth system will cause 

single voltages at some points which may cause over fluxing conditions on the feeding power 
transformer and cause irreparable damages inside the power transformers 

 
IMPORTANT EARTHING RULES ( AS PER IE RULES : 1956 ) 
Following provisions should be made for earthing for system voltage greater than 125 V and medium 
voltage. 

 Neutral conductor of three phase, four wire system and middle conductor of two phases, 
three wire systems shall be earthed by two separate and distinct connections with minimum 
two earthing electrodes in order to bring earth resistance to satisfactory low value. 

 Earth electrodes may be interconnected in order to reduce earth resistance. It may be also 
earthed with distribution system or service lines. 

 External conductor of concentric cable should be earthed by two separate and distinct earth 
connections. 

 Connection of earth may be included with link in order to temporarily interrupt for testing 
purpose. 

 There should not be any impedance, cut out or circuit breaker in the alternating earthing 
system and current passing through earthing system is recorded by supplier. Alternating 
current system which is connected to earth may be electrically interconnected. 

 Frame of every stationary motor, portable motor, metallic parts of 
all transformers, generator and any controlling or regulating apparatus shall be earthed by the 
owner by two separate and distinct connections with earth. 

 All metal castings / metal covering which protecting any electric line / apparatus shall be 
connected with earth. When the supply is at low voltage this rule shall not apply to isolated 
wall tubes / brackets, switches, ceiling fans / other fittings. However this rule is applicable to 
portable and transportable apparatuses, unless provided with earth terminal and class II 
apparatus / appliances. 



 When the supply voltage is at low and when installation is new, all three pin shall be 
permanently and efficiently earthed. 

EARTHING IN DC SYSTEM: 
 Middle conductor of three wire DC supply system is earthed at the generating station only.  
 Current in the middle conductor is continuously recorded by ammeter and if current exceeds 

1/10th of maximum supply current, immediate steps should be taken.  
 When middle conductor of three wire DC supply system is earthed by means of circuit breaker 

with a resistance connected in parallel, the resistance should not exceed 10 ohm and 
immediate steps should be taken to improve insulation of the system while opening of the 
circuit breaker. 

 Circuit breaker should be closed as soon as possible.Resistance should be used only for 
protection of ammeter in case of earth on the system and until such earth connection are 
removed. 

 

--000-- 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



.Rectification Of Quad Cable To Achieve Media Redundancy 
In Hassdac/ Dual Axle Counter System 

By Prabhat Kumar, SSO/S&T 

Introduction-  
It can be seen that 40 % of total axle counter failure is in Dual/HASSDAC system. Out of 

this 40%, nearly 65-70% of HASSDAC failure is due to communication error.Therefore it is very 
essentialto provide Dual media for communication in HASSDAC system/dual System i.e. redundancy in 
communication media. At many places, communication for dual/HASSDAC was provided with only OFC 
system as the health of available Quad cable was bad.  Since the health of Quad cable was bad 
frequent suspension of block instrument was there affecting punctuality and safety very badly. It has 
been seen that with little effort  health of QUAD cable can be restored. In last few months a very 
commendable work for improvement of health of Quad cable has been done in the section of 
ASTE/BAM of Khurda Division. Details of work done are given below: 
 

BAM-JNP section- 
During commissioning of HASSDAC, both channels were provided with OFC communication 

since health of Quad cable was not good.Length of this section is approximately 9km and the 
following work was done in the section. All Junction box (JBs) nuts were checked and 
tightened.Armour to Armour continuity at JB was checked and armour continuity was extended to 
earth bus bar.After improving the condition of JB and armour continuity it was found by meggering 
that two patches of cables are required to be replaced because of multiple faults. One patch of 
length 140 metres and other of 225 metres.The cable was replaced.Three numbers of thermo shrink 
joints were made. 
This made the health of entire section of 9Km cable good with more than 50 Mega Ohms meggered 
value and one channel of both DN and UP LVCD was provided with QUAD cable as media. Thus media 
redundancy was achieved. 
 

BAM-GTA section-  
Length of this section is around 11 Km. and the break fault was found at two locations between 

two LVCDs location at BAM-GTA IB. The 200 metres cable was replaced between them and entire 
section of length 11 Km was made fit with more than 50 Mega Ohms meggered value. This made the 
cable available for path redundancy i.e. though the media for both the channels of LVCD is QUAD but 
with a different path. Optical fibre and equipment is not there in BAM-GTA IB hut. 
 
Conclusion- 

With a little effort and minimal expenditure as mentioned in above paras health of QUAD 
cable of entire section could be made fit. Similar type of work can be done in other sections for 
improvement of QUAD cable especially in those sections where QUAD cable is due for replacement. 
This way expenditure for replacement of cable in entire section can be postponed for few more 
years.  
 

--000--
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 .Failure Indication And Brake Application(FIBA). 
      By J.V. Appa Rao (Dy CSO Mech) 

 
Now a days FIBA activation cases in LHB Coaches have increased in ECoR for 

home and foreign railways. RCF/KPX have suggested some modifications in piping 
arrangement of under frame in LHB type coaches. All coaching depots & workshops in 
ECoR should strictly follow the instructions for above modifications during IOH/POH and 
sick line attentions of LHB coaches to avoid uncalled for activation of FIBA units. 

 
RAIL COACH FACTORY, KAPURTHALA 
(Coach Alteration Instruction No. CAI/RCF/MECH/LHB/024 Rev ‘00') MD21561 , Date 17/02/2021 

 

Sub: Coach Alteration Instructions to avoid failures in piping arrangement of air suspension and FIBA.  

Ref:- 

i. RDSO’s letter no. SV.AS. FIBA dated 02.11.2020 & 02.02.2021. 
ii. CRSE/Chg./WCR’s letter no. WCR/M/C/02/404 Vol-V dated 28.01.2021.  

iii. CRSE (Cog)/C.Rly’s letter no. M102.C&W.RDSO.FIBA dated 30.12.20.  
iv. Sr. CDO/W.Rly’s letter no. M1131/1 dated 05.01.2021.  

1. Description:  Implementation of modified Pneumatic Piping arrangement for air spring, air suspension 
control equipment (ASCE) and FIBA on LHB Coaches to avoid failures of same including 
flexible hoses.  

2. Drawing No: It is requested to ensure coach alteration as per given below new drawings: 

# Description Old Drg. No. 
& Alt 

New Drg. No. & Alt 

1 Pneumatic piping arrangement with FIBA for RCF 
Bogie fitted with Air spring in secondary 
suspension LW36189 A 

LW36189  
Alt ‘d’ 

LW36189 Alt ‘f’ 

2 Bolster for RCF bogie with air spring LW04001  
Alt ‘e’ 

LW04001 Alt ‘f’ 

3 Air Suspension & FIBA device arrangement on 
underframe for AC/NAC LHB type EOG c 

LW36243  
Alt ‘b’ 

LW36243 Alt ‘d’ 

4 Location of holes and welding parts complete on 
U/F for AC/NAC sleeper EOG (LHB type) 

LW11290  
Alt ‘c’ 

LW11290 Alt ‘e’ 

5 Protection cover for leveling valve LW36173  
Alt ‘b’ 

LW36173 Alt ‘c’ 
 

3. Brief of Modification/changes to be done:. 

# Description Brief of modifications/changes 
1 Pneumatic piping 

arrangement with 
FIBA for RCF Bogie 
fitted with Air 
spring in secondary 
suspension 

Drg No. LW36189 alt ‘f’: 
 Stand pipe elbow & Swivel Union (item no. 13 & 18) added on 

leveling valve and item no. 10 deleted.   
 Flexible hose provided on left side of old drawing has 

beeneliminated. Piping on brake beam including right hand 
flexible hose [item no. 20 to Drg. No. LW36206 Alt ‘d’] shifted from 
brake beam to bogie bolster.   
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 On right side, new pipe (item no. 25 to drg no. LW36276 alt-nil) 
added with tee provided on duplex valve pipe line.  

 Piping for connecting dome to leveling valve modified (item no. 16 
to drg. no. LW36132 alt ‘a’ and item no 15 & 18 (qty. reduced) of 
old drg. no. LW36189 alt ‘d’) eliminated.  

 Pipe clamp (item no. 19 of drg. no. LW36189 alt ‘f’) modified 
from ‘P’ type to ‘C’ type. 

2 Bolster for RCF 
bogie with air 
spring 

Drg No. LW04001 alt ‘f’:  
 For clamping of modified piping arrangement, bracket (Item no.29, 

Drg. No. LW04175 alt- nil ) to be welded with bogie bolster at 
location shown in drawing.   

 Stiffener (item no. 21 to Drg. no. LW04153 alt ‘a’) to 
becut/deleted. 

3 Air Suspension & 
FIBA device 
arrangement on 
underframe for 
AC/NAC LHB type 
EOG coach 

Drg No. LW36243 Alt ‘d’   
 SS pipe connecting Air spring pipe line from 150 litre air reservoir 

(item no. 11 & 47) modified.   
 

 SS pipes between leveling valve hoses & above air spring pipe line 
(item no. 51 & 52 on NPP end and item no.107 & 108 on PP end) 
modified and their location should be as per drawing. 

4 Location of holes 
and welding parts 
complete on U/F 
for AC/NAC sleeper 
EOG (LHB type) 

Drg No. LW11290 Alt ‘e’   
 Bracket (item no. 6 & 17 of old drg. no. LW11290 alt ‘c’) to be cut 

and bracket to item no. 27 & 28 to be welded as shown in 
drawing.   

 Dia 7 holes shifted near main cross assly. (body bolster). 
5 Plate (Protection 

cover for leveling 
valve) 

 Provide new protection cover as per drg. no. LW36173 alt ‘c’.   
 Proper covering of installation lever should be ensured by sliding 

of protection cover through groove/slot provided in protection 
cover. 

 

4. Reason for modification:  Zonal Railways have reported failures in air spring, air suspension 
control equipment and FIBA piping arrangement.To avoid failures , piping arrangement of failure areas 
has been modified.  

5. Coaches concerned: LHB coaches except LSLRD, Power Car,LGS & Double Decker turned-out by RCF 
up to February 2021. 

6. To be carried out:  IOH/POH/Sick Line.  
7.  Special instructions :- 

a) Proper welding of brackets to be ensured as per new drawings.  
b) Clamping of all pipes to be strictly ensured as per new drawings.  
c) Smooth loop of flexible hoses without necking to be ensured.  
d) It should be ensured that flexible hoses do not touch car body, bogie 
frame and nearby steel pipes.  
e) Plumbing pipes on PP end side (near main cross assly. / body bolster) 
need to be lifted up to maximum upward possible position. 
 
 

                         
 
 



 

 Modification 

The metallic drain pipes fitted in LHB coaches after being hit are bent or dislocate leading to water 
ingress from coupler joint on electrical junction box. This may lead to short circuit and may cause fire in 
coaches. 

As a solution to this problem at Coaching Depot Puri , In
is done. For this, length of the metallic drain pipe is shortened and flexible rubber hose pipe is attached 
at bottom to prevent it from getting
the  coupler joint directly on Electrical Junction Box

In all LHB coaches at Puri this type of modification has been done.

The metallic drain pipes after being 
leading to water ingress from coupler joint on 

electrical units. 
Before Modification

Drain pipe & coupling Before

 

Modification Of Drain Pipe Arrangement In LHB
Coaches  

By Praveen Bhati (S

drain pipes fitted in LHB coaches after being hit are bent or dislocate leading to water 
ingress from coupler joint on electrical junction box. This may lead to short circuit and may cause fire in 

at Coaching Depot Puri , In-house modification of Drain Pipe Arrangement 
For this, length of the metallic drain pipe is shortened and flexible rubber hose pipe is attached 

to prevent it from getting bent due to hitting and causing water ingress from and around 
the  coupler joint directly on Electrical Junction Box& other electrical units 

In all LHB coaches at Puri this type of modification has been done. 

 

The metallic drain pipes after being hit are bent 
leading to water ingress from coupler joint on 

electrical units.  

The metallic drain pipes from toilets  before 
being hit  were very close to the rails 

Before Modification After Modification

Drain pipe & coupling Before Flexible Drain Pipe attached at bottom  & in
house made top coupling fitted
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Of Drain Pipe Arrangement In LHB 

Sr DSO/WAT) 

drain pipes fitted in LHB coaches after being hit are bent or dislocate leading to water 
ingress from coupler joint on electrical junction box. This may lead to short circuit and may cause fire in 

house modification of Drain Pipe Arrangement 
For this, length of the metallic drain pipe is shortened and flexible rubber hose pipe is attached 

bent due to hitting and causing water ingress from and around 

 

The metallic drain pipes from toilets  before 
being hit  were very close to the rails  

After Modification 

Pipe attached at bottom  & in-
house made top coupling fitted 
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. Safety Circular. 

पूवतटरेलवे/East Coast Railway 

कायालय/Office of the 
धानमु यसंर ाअिधकारी/PCSO 
भुवने र/Bhubaneswar 
प सं या/No: ECoR/SFY/67/   दनांक/ Date 21.04.2022 
 
   SAFETY CIRCULAR No.  04 /2022 

 
Sub:- Leaning of OHE  mast. 
                            Ref:-  Para No.20305 Of ACTM Vol-II, Part-I. 
 

Inspite of the care taken in design and erection, OHE masts do sometimes get out of plumb. This 
occurs largely on embankments, due to erosion of earthwork on the outer side of the mast on account 
of poor drainage or excavations in the vicinity or due to sinking of foundations on new embankments. A 
number of leaning masts are existing in ECoR. Proper observance and care of leaning mast should be 
taken to prevent OHE breakdown due to   panto entanglement and  accidents due to open door hitting 
.The following guidelines should be followed . 

 
1. OHE maintenance staff, during patrolling and inspection, should check the condition of earthwork 

around foundations of masts on embankments. If the earthwork has been or is likely to be 
eroded, Engineering Department should be approached to strengthen the embankment and the 
matter needs to be pursued till it is satisfactorily rectified. 

2. Masts which appear to be out-of-plumb should be checked with a plumb bob. Since the normal 
height of the contact wire is 5.60m above rail level, the extent of deflection of the masts at this 
height can be conveniently found by measuring the deflection at a height of 1.85m above rail level 
and multiplying this figure by 3. 

3.  If the mast is out-of-plumb, by more than 3cm up to 5cm, it should be kept under watch after 
making sure that there is enough earth work all-round. To identify such masts requiring watching, 
a yellow band of width 5 cm should be painted at a height of 1.85m from rail level. 

4. Masts which are out-of-plumb in excess of 5 cm can be set right by releasing the OHE and pulling 
the mast by a 'Tirfor'. A temporary strut or guy as convenient may be provided for a few days.  

5. The earth may be refilled all-round the foundation to a sufficient depth and distance beyond it to 
stabilize the mast. 

6.  Finally it is checked up with plumb bob and it is made sure that the setting distance  with 
reference to the centre line of the track is right. 

7. Special attention should be given to identify leaning masts during foot patrolling and Foot plate 
inspections. 

8. A register should be   maintained in each OHE depot   for leaning mast and details of leaning mast  
and action taken should be recorded section wise. 

 

All inspecting Officials, SSE (TRD), SSE (C&W), SSE (P. Way) are directed to pay special attention to 
above subject & should ensure strict compliance and also counsel concerned staff accordingly. The above 
subject should also be discussed in safety seminars and safety meetings. 

         Sd/- 
 Principal Chief Safety Officer 

                     Bhubaneswar 
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 Two Liner Sms Message Campaign: April-2022 

 SMS/message campaign was done through officers & supervisors of various 
departments & then down the line staff on the following safety issues: 

a. Ensure availability & use of ORS, Water bottle & umbrella with patrol men & track 
maintainers in view of present rising temperature. 

b. Intensify hot weather patrolling as per IRPWM because of abnormal rise in temperature 
forecasted by IMD. 

c. LP and ALP to repeat signals loudly with hand gesture. ALP to put his hand on RS valve as 
soon as he finds distant signal is yellow so that he can apply emergency any time if train 
is not getting controlled. For applying emergency ALP does not require permission of LP. 

d. LP & ALP - While approaching danger signal, call out signal-aspect repeatedly till the train 
comes to dead stop.  

e. TRD structure bonds must be insulated from rail while passing under the rail. 
f. Tower Wagon shall be driven at a speed not exceeding 10 kmph when checking contact 

wire level and stagger. 
g. To prevent lightening damage; ensure length of earth conductor to be minimum without 

any twist & availability of PPTC type self restoring fuses in track circuit. 

 Major Initiatives/Activities Undertaken By Ecor On Safety 
Issues & Achievements For During The Month:- 

 
 
 

1. Five brochures for counselling on “Handing over & taking over charge by SM”, “over 
confidence of crew leading to SPAD”, “ Counselling of OHE Depot staff”, “counselling of 
PSI staff”, “protection of S&T assets from lightening”. Thus a total of 19 numbers of 
counselling brochures have been issued till date to standardise counselling. 

2. V-SAT of ART/SBP & KUR were tested on 07.04.2022 by Sr.DSO/SBP & Sr.DSO/KUR 
respectively & found functioning properly. 

3. V-SAT of ART/WAT was tested on 02.04.2022 at MYD by Sr. DSO/WAT & found 
functioning properly. 

4. Divisional Disaster Management Plan-2022 updated & uploaded in the SIMS on 02.04.2022 
by KUR, 14.04.2022 by SBP & 19.04.2022 by WAT division. 

5. Second monthly safety bulletin for the month of MAR’22 in e-format was issued & 
circulated to all concerned to create safety awareness. 

6. A guided meditation audio in hindi, odia & telugu  language was circulated among running 
staff & other field staff to do before joining duty. Meditation is supposed to give deep 
rest and clear any fatigue that might have still remained. English version was circulated in 
MAR. 

7. In WAT division 20 brake-vans, 16 locos, 16 AC coaches & 13 pantry cars were checked for 
fire alarm system functioning, loose connections etc & on board staff  counseled on fire 
prevention & precaution. 

8. CLS panel auto change over at all stations in ECoR checked & ensured proper functioning. 
9. Award to staff for their commendable work: 

a. Sri Sushanta Maharana, Sr. Goods guard/SBP was awarded by DRM/SBP for detecting  
CBC wagon mis-matching due to low height at MAAL siding/LPG on 19.04.2022. 
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b. Sri B.B Kumbhar, PM’A’ /DKLU was awarded by DRM/SBP for saving life of a male 
person aged about 30 years lying on track at KM 276/4-3 between MNGD-DKLU on 
20.04.2022 with the help of Sri Ashok Kumar/TM of Gang No.-40 

10. Summer precaution drive was made and the following were ensured: 
a. Dressing of ballast at LC approaches & cattle crossings. 
b. Deficiencies at vulnerable buckling prone locations made good.  
c. Hot weather patrolmen are nominated & counseled. 
d. Availability of patrolling equipments at all SSE/P.Way (IC) units in ECoR. 

 

11. Single line IBS was commissioned in Waltair Division between Singaram-Lakshmipur 
section. This is the 3rd Single line IBS over East Coast Railway. 

12. Two LC Gates were interlocked i.e. at L.C. NG-39 (>50000TVUs) between Parlakhemundi-
Gunupur &  L.C RV-321 between Donkinvalasa-Komatipalli in Waltair Division with provision 
of Sliding booms, ELB, IPS & RTU. 

13. Yard remodelling in connection with 3rd & 4th line was done at Machapur station in Khurda 
Road Division.  

14. Sliding Booms were provided at 05 L.C Gates i.e at JT-117, JT-48, ST-14, JT-59, RV-108 
on Sambalpur Division. 

15. Electric Lifting Barrier was provided at ST-14 between Sambalpur City-Maneswar on 
Sambalpur Division. 

16. Fire Detection & Alarm Systems provided at 04 stations i.e Sambalpur City, Brundamal, 
Lanjigarh Road & Bichupalli in Sambalpur Division. With these, all stations over Sambalpur 
Division are provided with Fire Detection & Alarm System. 

17. Ten thick web switches were provided with 220 mm point machines in Waltair Division. 
18. Eleven new satellite phones are procured by Khurda Road Division and distributed to Div. 

control room, SPARME/KUR, Crane/KUR, PUI, BALU, BAM, ART/PSA, CTC, PRDP, JJKR & 
ART/TLHR.   

19. Following Section/Siding/Equipment have been electrified with 25kv supply during this 
month:- 

a. TSS at SIJU was commissioned on 04.04.2022. 
b. SCADA commissioned at SALGAON /SP. 
c. One 25KVA AT was commissioned at Machhapur yard in connection with 3rd & 4th Line 

SQQ-BDPK section. 
20. POH of 131 wagons done at Vadalpudi wagon repair workshop & 91 coaches at MCS 

workshop along with 06 corrosion repairs.  
21. Ten new CC rakes were formed in WAT Div.(Cumulative-346) 
22. Total 30 unloadable wagons were repaired by M/s Braithwaite(Cumulative-2430). 
23. Twenty wagons were rehabilitated by M/s Powertech (Cumulative-400). 
24. ART KUR provided with one Drone camera for use during accidents for collecting 

data/information from inaccessible areas & facilitate decision making and dissemination.  
25. ROH of 806 wagons done in Apr. '22, which is 38.73% higher than April'2021 and 35.69% 

higher than average of 2021-22. 
26. A total of 1004 unloadbale wagons repaired at BDPK, PRDP yard, PPT siding & MCL sidings; 

equivalent to 17 empty rakes. 
27. There was 01 train parting case reported in Apr. ‘22 against 03 in the corresponding 

period of previous year. 
28. Three hot axle wagons were detected & detached during the month. 
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29. At KBJ 174 wagons were checked for working of hand brakes & found 06 defective. The 
same were rectified by C&W/KBJ. 

30. The health of track is being regularly monitored by OMS-2000 machines. Track monitoring 
for 4715 Tkm of track was done during the month & all peaks more than 0.2g were 
attended. 

31. One RF/WF was reported during the month against 08 in corresponding month of previous 
year (88% reduction). 

32. Eleven IMR defects detected by USFD. All were removed from track. 
33. Track renewals for 12.825 CTR unit completed during the month. 
34. Deep screening of  47.769 km of plain track & 40 turnouts were done during the month. 
35. Shoulder Ballast cleaning for 59.73 km of track was carried out during the month. 
36. A total of 43.75 eq units of TTR (3 turnouts + 2 derailing switch + 29 FS sleeper sets + 14 

switches + 58 CMS xings + 31 TWS) were renewed during the month at different yards. 
37. Through fittings renewal for 19.368 km of track was done during the month. 
38. Through weld renewal by MFBW for 2.145 km of track was done during the month. 
39. USFD testing of 1623.68 km of track was done during this month for detection of flaws in 

rails & welds. 
40. Track Machines:-   33.33 km of track was deep screened by BCM machines, 573.94 km of 

track & 255 nos of turnouts were tamped by tamping machines, Shoulder ballast cleaning of 
41.01  km of track by FRM machine & track renewal by PQRS for 3.84  km of track has been 
done during the month. 

41. At 16 level crossings, luminous glow sign indicators for road users have been provided during 
the month. 

42. Painting of 73.78 km of rail & 4537 nos of welds with anti corrosive painting was made. 
43. Toe load measurement of ERC for 75.2 km & greasing of ERC for 151.53 km of track was 

done during the month. 
44. Destressing of LWR/CWRs was done for 38.22 km of track. 
45. Anti-Derailment checking (EFC) for 245 locos has been done.(Cummulative-245) 
46. Speedometer data of 153 nos. of Electric / Diesel trains have been downloaded and 

analyzed. (Cummulative-153). 
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 Accident Statistics & Brief Of Accident Particulars Upto  April- 2022: 
ACCIDENTS Upto  APRIL -2022  

 

CONSEQUENTIAL TRAIN ACCIDENTS AS ON APR-2022:- 
Type of Accident  2021-22 2021-22 Upto 

APR’22 
2022-23 Upto 

APR’22 
TOTAL CHANGE  

Collisions 04(ANGL-TLHD, HDS station & two in BHNS-

KMLR section) 
  - 

Derailments - - - - 

MLC - - - - 

FIRE - - - - 

Misc.  - - - - 

Total 04(ANGL-TLHD, HDS station & two in BHNS-

KMLR section) 
0 0 0 

 

NON CONSEQUENTIAL OTHER TRAIN ACCIDENTS for 2021-22 & 2022-23 Upto APR:- 

YEAR Collision Derailment Fire MLC Unusual 
Indicativ
e/SPAD 

Rolling 
stock/ Equp 

failure 
Misc. Total 

2021-22 - 04(BHNS-BCHL Sabotage, JKPR, 

BDVR-SLPM, ), SXZ-BALU 
- - 

01 
(BCHL Loco 
set a blaze) 

- - - 05 

2020-21 
(Upto APR’21) 

 01 
BHNS-BCHL Sabotage 

- - - - - - 01 

2022-23 
(Upto APR’22) 

 - - - - - - - 0 

NON CONSEQUENTIAL YARD ACCIDENTS for  for 2021-22 & 2022-23 Upto APR:- 

YEAR Collision Derailment Fire MLC Unusual SPAD/Indicative  

Rolling 
stock 

/Equipment 
failure 

Misc. Total 

2021-22 
 

- 
14(ANGL, KDJR, SCMN, NPD, 

BCHL, DOBL, VZM, DVD , CTS, BXQ, 

BDBA, CTC & BHJA, SPRD) 
- - - 

03 
BBSN, BSDP- KAPG 
IBS, MZZ-BTV IBS 

- - 17 

2020-21 
(Upto APR’21) - - - - - - - - 0 

2022-23 
(Upto APR’22) - 01 - - - - - - 01 

 There is no SPAD case recorded in 2015-16, 2017-18, 2018-19 &2020-21 &01 SPAD each in 2016-17 (BRAG-CTC Auto 
Sig) & 2019-20 (BALU) & 03 in 2021-22 (BBSN Goods & Mail exp train at  IB signal of KAPG-BSDP & MZZ-BTV). 

 There is no fire and MLC incidence in 2019-20, 2020-21, 2021-22 & 2022-23 till date 
 Summary of accident for 2021-22:Consequential Accident : 04, Other Train Accident: 05, SPAD-03,Yard 

/Misc/Unusual Accident : 14 Total=26 
 Summary of accident for 2022-23:Consequential Accident : 0, Other Train Accident: 0, SPAD-0,Yard /Misc/Unusual 

Accident : 01Total=01 
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Accident Statistics 
As 30.04.2022 

Category wise analysis of   Accidents  for  2021-22 & 2022-23 
 

SL 
No 

Category of 
Accident 

2021-22 2022-23(Upto APR) 

  

RB/ 
Conseq
uential 

Other 
Train  

YD Misc Total RB/ 
Conseq
uential 

Other 
Train 

YD Misc Total 

1 Breach of Block Rules           

2 Casuality           

3 Collision           

4 Derailments  04 
ANGL-TLHD 

BHNS-
KMLR/2, 

HDS 

04 
 BHNS-BCHL, 
JKPR, BDVR-
SLPM, SXZ-

BALU 

13(ANGL,KDJ
R, SCMN & 
NPD, BCHL, 
DOBL, VZM, 
DVD, CTS, 
BXQ,BDBA, 

CTC, BHJA, ) 

 21   01 
PSA 

 01 

5 Failure of Engine & 

Rolling Stock 

          

6 Failure of Signalling & 

Tele communication 

  01 
SPRD 

 01      

7 Fire           

8 MLC Accident           

9  Miscellaneous Accident           

10  Miscellaneous incident           

11 Other Incident           

12 SPAD    03 
BBSN, 
BSDP- 

KAPG IBS, 
MZZ-BTV 

IBS 

03      

13  Train Wrecking  01 
BCHL loco 
set a blaze 

  01      

14 UMLC Accident           

 Total  04 05 14 03 26   01  01 
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Cause Wise Accident Analysis of Accidents 2021-22 & 2022-23:       
SNo Cause of Accident 2021-22  2022-23(Upto APR) 

  
RB Other 

train 
YD Misc Total RB Other 

train 
YD Misc Total 

1 Failure of Road user           

2 
Bad Engineman-ship 

 01(4)/ 
JKPR/SPAD 

01(4/12) 
BDBA/SPAD 

03(12) 
BBSNBSDP- 
KAPG IBS, 

MZZ-BTV IBS 

05      

3 Bad Engineman-ship+ 
Failure of SM/ staff 

          

4 Poor Brake Power & Bad 
Engineman ship 

          

5 Rolling stock defect  01(4) 
SXZ-BALU/HA 

01(4) 
NPD,-H/A 

 02      

6 Defective tyres of Dead 
Loco 

          

7 
Track Defect 

01(4) 

BHNS-
KMLR* 

01(4) 
BDVR-SLPM 

05(4) 
ANGL/ 

SCMN/VZM/BXQ/CTS,  
 07      

8  Boulder fallen on track           

   9 
Sabotage/Miscreant 
Activity 

01(4) 

BHNS-
KMLR 

02(4,13) 
BHNS-BCHL 

derailment & 
loco  set fire 

Sabotage 

  03      

10 Door opening of wagon   01(4) 
DOBH 

 01      

11 Overloading of VP           

12 Uneven loading   03(4) 
DVD/BCHL/BHJA 

 03      

13 Work-site protection 
failure 

01 

(HDS) 

   01      

14 Failure of Shunting staff 
/Adoption of short cuts 

  01 (CTC)  01   01  01 

15 Fire            

16 Equipment Failure           

17 Track Jammed   01(4)  01      

18 Interference with 
Interlocking 

  01 (4) 
SPRD 

 01      

19 Side Grazing           

20 Failure of engine and 
rolling stock 

          

21 Casualty incident           

22 Cattle/Elephan Run over            

23 Under CRS inquiry.           

24 flash flood 01(4) 
ANGL-
TLHD 

   01      

 Total 04 05 15 02 26 0 0 01 0 01 
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B. Accident per Million Train Kilometers (Comparative Annual 

Performance Agreement)/MOU:- 

 
 

Year Collision Derailments Total 
Accident 

Total MT 
Km in 

thousands  

Accident per  

MT Km 

2016-17 01 06 07 50992 0.13 

 

2017-18 0 04 04 50545 0.07 

 

2018-19 0 02 02 54161 0.03 

2018-19 

 

0 02 02 54161 0.03 

2019-20  

 

02 0 02 55353 0.03 

2020-21 0 

 

01 01 44420 0.02 

2021-22  

 

0 04 04 57883 0.069 

2022-23 0 0 0 4467 0 
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     Lesson Learnt 

Train Accidents are threats to safe train operation as they result serious damage to the railway property & huge loss on 
account of long interruption to train services. Some of these accidents in 2021-22 till 17th DEC with cause, responsibility & 
lesson learnt are as under for necessary precautions & action to prevent recurrence of similar accidents. 

Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 
1. 14.09.2021 at about 02.35 hrs, train 

No. BCN-KUR while passing 
Km.167/01 on approach of  bridge 
393 between ANGL-TLHD of KUR 
division, derailed by 10 wagons & 
capsized, loco also derailed by front 
trolley all wheels on the bridge. 
D-4 

Wash out of the 
bridge retain wall & 
nearby due torrential 
rain & longitudinal flow 
of heavy flood water 
along the track due to 
flash flood 
Cost of damage: 
 Eng:Rs18,00,000/  
C&W:  
Rs1,32,74,027/-                 
TRS(Loco):  Rs. 
1,58,76,764/- 
Commercial Loss:: Rs. 
1,21,88300/- 
TRD loss:  Rs      
1,72,581/- 
 Total =Rs.4,33,11,672/-    
( Four crores thirty 
three lakhs eleven  
thousand  six hundred 
seventy two only 

Primary: 
1.Shri Sanjay Kumar Sahu, 
JE/P.Way/ANGL 
2.Shri Ranjan Kumar Sahu, Gangmate 
(Gang 114)  
3.Shri Bhagavan pradhan, LP(G)/ANGL` 
of E/BCN/KUR 
4.Shri, A.K.Behera SM/ANGL 
Secondary: 
1.Shri Sanjib Dutta Choudhury, 
SSE/P.Way/TLHR 
2.Shri Hrudananda Pradhan , 
3.Sr.ALP/ANGL of E/BCN/KUR 
4.Shri  Susanta Kumar Sahoo, SM/ANGL 
BW: 
1. R.K.Sahoo,TM-I, Rajesh Kumar patsani-

TM-IV, 
2.  P.C.Barman, TM_II, Prafulla Kumar ,TM-

IV of Gang no .114 
3.  Sri S.D. Meena, Sr.ADEN/DNKL 
4.  Shri Rakesh Behera,TM-IV, Engineering 

Control/KUR 
 Shri Sitakant Sarangi  CHC( on duty)/, 
TLHR board 

a. Construction of new a bridge. 
b. Protection of embankment. 
c. Disposal of rain water from side drains at Km 166/1-2. 
d. Intensive patrolling during bad weather/hilly terrain though not 

enlisted for monsoon patrolling. 
e. System of serving C/w/guard to be ensured in G&SR. 
f. Present system of given urgent order No & PN exchanging from 

section    controller to station & field servant may also include 
the electronic message with acknowledgment 

g. Necessary planning may be done to ensure better communication 
between crew, guard and station staff. 

h. ART’s need to have poclain machines for speedier restoration 
with some of the ART staff being trained for the same. 

i. There were periods in which contract labour were taking 
rest/lunch/etc. To overcome this, the practice of running labour 
specials with department labour needs to be re-introduced. 

j. There is a need for quicker OHE restoration. Customized road 
vehicles with crane that can lift approx.  4 persons to reach the 
OHE for restoration works can be deployed.  These cranes also 
have lateral movement also and can help to do profiling albeit with 
speed restrictions. 

k. Pairs of road cranes of higher capacity (approx. 100 T) need to be 
engaged for such restoration activities.  These can be kept 
centrally at earmarked locations 

2. On 27.11.2021 at 20.50 hrs, train 
No. KVL-45/10 derailed by 03 locos 
& 19 wagons out of which 18 capsized 
at Km.  422 between BHNS-KMLR of 
WAT Div.D-4  

due to sabotage by 
Maoist. 
Track fit 16.05 hrs of 
28.11.2021 

Miscreant activity.  

3. On 03.12.2021 at 11.14 hrs, parcel 
van of train No Dn/12246 (YPR- 
HWH) No. SWR 20117/C LVPH first 
from engine front trolley all wheels 
derailed while passing through HDS 
yard /KUR Div of KUR-BHC section. 
Up line free from obstruction & DN 
line obstructed for 2.34 hrs. D-4 

Prima fasciae: 
Entanglement of rail with 
parcel van during 
carrying of rail by rail 
dolley unauthorized for 
renewal of lead rail of 
point No.48B at HDS 
yard. 

Primary: Mate & JE/P.Way (not final) for 
carrying rail without proper protection on 
approach of train.  
Cost of damage:-  
Loco-Rs. 13,029/- 
P.Way- Rs. 10,39,600/- 
Signal & Tele approx. 40,000/- 

INQUIRY UNDER PROGRESS 
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Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 
4. 29.06.2021 at 20.08 hrsTrain no ME/ 

MRDL Boost arrived on R/1 at 17.25 hrs 
BBSN Station of KUR division & controlled 
as LP was unable to work reported by GD 
& ALP. When ambulance reached site the 
LP suddenly started the train without Gd 
& ALP & passed the starter on danger. 
Stopped after disconnecting OHE by SM 
through TPC. H-2 

SPAD by LP Sri Somnath 
Sethi / KUR 
Rules violated G&SR 
4.60 & 4.61 

Sri Somnath Sethi, LP /KUR removed under 
14/2 
Sec: Sri B.B Guman singh/Guard/KUR was 
warned 
Sri S.K Pradhan/ALP/KUR, NIP under process. 

1. Personally report at Lobby 
by Crew & Guard & wait at 
the lobby till arrival of 
train. 

2. Guard to secure before 
leaving brake van. 

3. TPC to be prompt to cut 
only concerned elementary 
section. 

 
5. On 14.09.2021 at 04.18 hrs, train No. 

ME/JSPK-28 while admitted from SKND 
side in R/1 of JKPR yard, over shoot 
Starter signal no-5 & derailed by loco 
after dashing the dead end at 04.18 hrs.  
Cost of damage: Rs 170000/-(Eng-
Rs.1,50,000 & Sig Rs. 20,000)  
D-5 

Prima- facie: Signal 
Passing at Danger by LP/ 
late application of brake 

Primary: LP Sri B.Pothal/KDJR & ALP Sri Amit 
Kumar-4/JKPR violating GR 3.78(1) (a) & GR 
3.81(1) 
BW: A.Kumar, Guard/KDJR violating OM 3.13 
(a) 

 

6. On 23.04.21/21:05hr, Train No. 08516 
KRDL Special Express passed through 
BHNS at 20.58 hrs. One engine no 30495  
WAT end rear trolley, SLRD leading 
trolley KRDL end got derailed at Km.No. 
432/24-28 near 8 degree curve bridge 
No. 1205 (5x30.5 mtr) between  BHNS-
BCHL of   KRPU-KRDL section of WAT 
Div. N-1 

MISCREANT 
ACTIVITY:Fish plate 
nuts & bolt in open 
condition. Pendrol clips 
of 13 meter rail 
length opened at 
bridge approach RH 
side. 
 Cost of damage:           
Rs. 1315215/- 

No railway staff held responsible. Retro reflective ERC clips at 
vulnerable places to be 
provided. 

7. On 09.07.2021 at 19.15 hrs rear 
trolley of wagon no ECoR 46441220324, 
14th  from rear of train No ( Dn) HIMB 
BTAP derailed while admitting on main line 
at NPD station of SBP div. D-6. 

Hot axle SR4.42.02(d), 
4.29.01) 

Primary: Vijay Kumar, SSE/ROH/OEC/VSKP 
Sec:- 
1.Dinesh Chandra, SM/LKNA (35 month NCE) 
2.Sri Bipin Kumar Guard(GR 4.43) /35 month 
NCE 
3.Sri D.C Sahu, LP(GR 4.41)/ 01 year NCE 
4.A Ghos GK RV-81/35 month NCE 
5.DKumarGK-RV-87/35 month NCE 
6.J.K Jadav,TM-IV of LC-90/. 35 month NCE 
BW: Sri S.Panigrahi,/SCRWarning, 

1.Mainteneance ROH stock 
should follow proper wagon 
maintenance. 

2.Train passing staff should 
be alert. 

3.TPC phone should be made 
functional 
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Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 
8. On 22.09.2021 at 

18.50 hrs, 56th 
wagon No. ECOR 
22121810356, 
(Empty) of train 
No 
VK/107/06deraile
d by rear trolley 
dragged upto 
1140 mtr 
between BDVR-
SLPM at Km 
39/12-13 of KK-
2/WAT Div. D-5 
 

Initial cause by JS Grade Inquiry 
committee was Partial load unevenly 
distributed in the derailed wagon which 
was later reviewed by the PCSO as 
under:- 
In this case derailment occurred on a 
curve whose alignment is not ideal by 
design.  This could be due to various 
constraints posed by the terrain which is 
a difficult one.  Such lay outs need 
frequent inspection and rigorous 
maintenance.  The report is silent on this.  
Therefore it is assumed that there is 
some slackness.  Otherwise it could have 
led to frequent derailments at the same 
place as uneven loading is very common 
particularly when the consignment is loose 
and no action is taken by the consignor to 
evenly spread the consignment on the 
wagon after loading. 
Further, after tippling the rake is 
subjected to check by the C&W staff to 
ensure that it is safe to run.  Any check 
which is scheduled to ensure safety has 
to address uneven load on the wheels.  
Otherwise the wagon might get off loaded 
on curves and other vulnerable points on a 
track.  Thus whether it is check by C&W 
or a GDR, uneven loading must be 
addressed to ensure safety.  We cannot 
left safety to the consignor or consignee 
who carries the consignment. 
 

Primary: 
a. Supervisor 

of C&W gang 
who did post 
tippling 
check. 

b. PWI of the 
section who 
failed to 
maintain the  
difficult 
part of his 
section. 

c. RINL 
authority 

Secondary:Nil 
BW: Nil. 

1. After tippling the rake is subjected to check 
by the C&W staff to ensure that it is safe to 
run.  Any check which is scheduled to ensure 
safety has to address uneven load on the 
wheels.  Otherwise the wagon might get off 
loaded on curves and other vulnerable points on 
a track.  Thus whether it is check by C&W or  
a GDR, uneven loading must be addressed to 
ensure safety. 

 
 
 

2. Before handing over the rake to railways  RINL 
authorities should develop a system for 
checking complete clearing of all their materials 
(Iron Ore in this case) in writing in order to 
avoid any unusual occurrence. 

3. Then curves whose alignment is not ideal by 
design & could be due to various constraints 
posed by the terrain which is a difficult one.  
Such lay outs need frequent inspection and 
rigorous maintenance. 

4. RDSO may be requested to develop 
maintenance limits for 8 degree curves on KK 
line which have less transition length as 
maintenance limits in IRPWM are below the 
design values especially station to station 
versine difference.   

5. Only experienced loco pilot should be deputed 
in KK line with time to time training and 
counselling. 

6. The LP and ALP staff could not control the 
train under 20kmph in the caution speed zone 
(from speed chart) which is factor or concern 
in respect of safety.  
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Sl.N Brief 
Description 

 Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

9. On 15.05.2021 
at 03.46 hrs, 
wagon no. NR 
10039660847 
BOXN Load 
38th from loco 
rear trolley all 
wheels and 
wagon NWR 
12110529845 
BOXN Ld 39th 
from loco both 
trolley all 
wheels of train 
No ME/IREL 
got derailed at 
km 155/42-43 
while admitting 
on R-4 of 
ANGL yard of 
KUR Div. D-6 
Cost of 
damage: 
Engg: Rs/-
50,000 

Initial cause by JS Grade Inquiry committee was Uneven 
loading, more load on left side of 38 & 39th wagon right 
side wheel mount over left curve after passing LC- which 
was later reviewed by the PCSO as under:- 
(a) Defective 4.4 degree curve bearing no. 72UP.  From 

the enclosed figure of the curve, one can see super 
elevation for a design of 140mm varied in the range 
136-158mm.  Also at two consecutive points twist 
(4mm) exceeded the upper limit i.e. 3.5mm.  similarly 
versine which is planned for 126mm varied in the 
range 120-235mm. 

(b) Uneven loading:- Railway so far has not outsourced 
safety work.  Wherever it has after the work is done, 
finally safety aspect is certified by Railway.  Same is 
the case with loading.  After party does loading, 
whoever from Railway takes over has to be responsible 
for ensuring safety.  In this case GDR was done.  So 
uneven loading should have been detected if it was a 
grossly uneven loading.  To tell that in GDR, Guard 
and LP shall not see the uneven loading aspect is to 
leave a gap in safe operation. 

(c) To prove that, uneven loading is a factor in this case 
the wagons which passed safely over the same track 
should have been checked for uneven loading which has 
not been done by the superviser level inquiry.  This is 
a matter of common sense and should not have 
expected instructions from the top.  Further loose 
material like coal, iron ore, clinker, pellet etc. shall 
always have an element of uneven loading.  Therefore, 
we have to make our system robust to take care of 
such facts of railway logistics. 

 

Primary:- 
JE/P.Way/ANGL 
for failing to 
maintain track on 
the derailment site 
upto required 
standard. 
Secondary:- 
SSE/P.Way/TLHR 
failing to do proper 
supervision of track 
maintenance under 
JE/P.Way/ANGL. 
Blameworthy:- 
a. The LP & Guard 

of the train for 
failing to detect 
uneven loading. 

b. The supervisory 
level inquiry 
committee for 
failing to see the 
condition of the 
loading in the 
wagons which 
passed safely. 

a. Loose material like coal, 
iron ore, clinker, pellet 
etc. shall always have an 
element of uneven loading.  
Therefore, we have to 
make our system robust to 
take care of such facts of 
railway logistics. 

b. Proper curve parameters to 
be maintained to tackle 
uneven loading/unloading 
&other factors. 

c. During GDR, Guard and LP 
shall have to look for the 
uneven loading/unloading 
aspect otherwise the same 
may leave a gap in safe 
operation. 

d. There is no point in brining 
the loading party into the 
ambit of responsibility as 
we have not given the 
loading party the sole 
responsibility for safety in 
loading.  However, they 
may be advised to ensure 
even loading both in their 
own interest for safe and 
speedy transit and in the 
interest of the Railway. 
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Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson 
learnt 

10. On 06.06.2021 at 12.25 
hrs, while admitting in R-5 of 
KDJR yard of KUR Div, wagon 
no. SMNL 22262013109 
BOXNHL /E 8th   from engine 
both trolley all wheels, wagon 
no. SMNL 22262013116 
BOXNHL /E 9th   from engine 
rear trolley all wheels and 
wagon no. SMNL 22262013192 
BOXNHLE 10th  from engine 
both trolley all wheels of train 
No ME/NYG/NBOX got 
derailed near point no. 46A. 
D-6 
Cost of damage: C&W:Rs/-
36270, 
Eng:Rs/- 30000, 
S&T Rs/-12000 

Initial cause by JS Grade 
Inquiry committee was Uneven 
loading which was later 
reviewed by the PCSO as 
under:- 
 
The track reading so far as 
crossing level is concerned 
upto 15 stations, from where 
the left side turn out begins, 
has a mix up of both right and 
left rail being low.  There is 
not a single reading showing 
both rails at perfect level 
which is required in a yard.  
It is not understood why this 
is not a contributory factor to 
derailment.  Similarly, if we 
see the gauge upto the 14 
stations, it varies from-5 to 
+20.  It is not understood 
why in a yard having frequent 
derailments gauge cannot be 
maintained at par with 
mainline. 
 

Primary:- 
a. Sri P.K.Chand, SSE(C&W)/PRDP- He did 

post-trippling check of the rake at PRDP 
but failed to detect wagons which was not 
unloaded completely.  A sizeable amount 
of unloaded material remained on the left 
side of the partially unloaded wagons 
which is a factor causing derailment on 
point zone at KDJR yard. 

b. Sri B. Hansda, SSE(P.Way)/KDJR:- He 
did not maintain cross level required as 
per the manual provisions over point no. 
44-A & B at KDJR yard on the measured 
stations.  Cross level was ranging from 
12R to 10L.  Thus, this contributed 
substantially to derailment of the wagon 
over the said point zone. 

Secondary:- 
a. Sri J.K. Parida, LP(G)/PRDP & Sri Rahul 

Mondal, Goods Guard/PRDP of train no. 
ME/NYG/NBOX(E)  who did GDR check at 
GRKN but failed to find the culprit 
wagons which had substantial unloaded 
material on the left side of the wagons 
causing imbalance at the time of run. 

a. It has become a 
tendency on the 
part of the Inquiry 
Committees to fix 
he cause of 
derailment on third 
parties so that 
none of the 
departments 
involved in 
maintenance of 
track, wagons, 
signal etc are not 
taken up.  This is 
very dangerous and 
must be curbed. 

b. Blaming a third 
party who is a 
customer has also 
very bad impact on 
customer relation 
when we are 
struggling to keep 
our market share. 

11. On 21.09.2021 at 08.44 
hrs BV of B/PPAP while leaving 
DOBH station of SBP Div 
derailed near starter after 
riding a heap of coal drop from 
wagon of ECoR 73121612513 
twelfth from rear. D-6 

Improper lock of Doors after 
unloading at SEBD resulting  
opening & coal jam on track 

Primary : Loading authority SEBD, OM 19.04.05 & 
03 
No Rly staff responsible 
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Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 
12. On 01.07.2021/ 04.30 hrs, 

at SCMN Station of WAT 
Div, while admitting train No 
Up  KVS 26/G-9, (without  
Gd & B/van as the last 
vehicle) from PDT  in 4th line 
to R/12 simultaneously 
admitting another Up MGPV 
from PDT Up line to R/11. 
Hence, Up train KVS/26/G-9 
was given out going signal 
from R/12 to CCJS line no 1 
after its arrival at 4.25 hrs. 
Four BONHL wagons of the 
UP KVS 26/G-9 (13,14, 15 & 
16th )were derailed at point 
No 146A & 145B infringing 
R-11 & R-12 resulting no 
movement from CCJS R1 & 2. 
D-6 

Uneven Loading 
DAMAGES: 51 PSC 
FS Sl, 26M 60kg 
rail, 01 Glude joint 
& 210 ERC, Point 
machine-01 

NMDC Authorities for 
uneven load in four 
wagons 
 

a. Monitoring of even mess of loading of rakes at loading points. 
b. Checks of loads at mid points during run. 
c. A drive for checking the working of VHF sets & walkie Talkie sets. 

13. On 25.07.2021 at 22.40 hrs 
train No. consist BVF-
12/VK-105 while coming from 
NMDC siding of BCHL of 
WAT Div to BHNS,  07 
wagons(10th to 16th) 
derailed at UFDL/4-34 
obstructing movement of 
traffic between BCHL-BHNS. 
D-6 

Heavy iron ore 
drop & slack 
gauge, mounting of 
wheel due to Poor 
maintenance of 
track. 
Cost of Damage: 
Rs. 1,24,95,818/- 
C&W-
Rs.8215258/- 
SIG-Rs15000/- 
P.Way: Rs 
4265560/- 

Primary: NMDC 
authority for poor 
maintenance of track. 
BW: 

1. Sri P.Yadgiri, Goods 
guard for not 
observing dragging 
of 1200 meter. 

2. Sri R.K Patel SSE/P 
for stopping 
restoration work 
from 18 to 21 hrs. 

3. Sri S.C Padhi, 
SSE/Sig for late fit 
certificate. 

1. The siding lines needs to be maintained regularly by NMDC officials within 
limits for gauge and cross level. Heaps of iron ore on the siding lines both 
loading portion as well as dispatch portion to be  regularly checked and 
maintain the tracks to proper gauge and cross levels. 

2. Guard of the train should be alert and passage of train to be seen 
especially iron ore siding lines where huge deposits of iron ore exists many 
a times.  Even if the guard remain in the brake van he should observe the 
movement of train through the see through glass of brake van which is 
required to be provided if it does not exist in the brake van. 

3. All senior subordinates concerned are required to immediately rush to the 
derailment site and they should report to the senior most officer at site 
and their assets needs to be protected by themselves. 

4. Restoration works should not be stopped in between and supervisors of all 
concerned departments should not leave the site unless the work is 
completed in all respects both for main line and yard lines/siding lines till 
fitness is given by Engineering, Signal, telecommunication and TRD. It was 
evident that the signal staff were not present during night working on 
26.07.2021. Also SSE /Signal/JDB failed to protect their obligatory 
points/JB locations from where the cables can be connected for early 
restoration of signals during restoration work of grounding the wagons. 
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Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsi
bility 

Discussion/Lesson learnt 

14. On 15.11.2021 at 02.30 hrs LOCO No.27414 
WAG-7/DDU leading trolley of train No 
CTKART(BLC) derailed at point No. 145 of R/7 
diamond crossing of VZM yard/WAT Div / D-6 

The borderline tight gauge of -
12mm in point zone along with the 
inherent location of the 1 in 
1/2turnout, laid from inside of a 8 
degree curve with effective degree 
of curvature to be of 16, have 
primarily contributed to the 
derailment of the 1st wheel set of 
leading trolley of loco 27414WAG-
7. 
Significantly low height of rail 
guards of Loco while mounting of 
the first wheel set the diagonally 
opposite rail guard may have hit the 
track and added to the derailing 
forces. Hence we find it to be 
blameworthy.  
The scheduled maintenance of loco 
was due.   
 

Primary: 
 
Engineeri
ng 
departme
nt 

a. 1 in 8 ½ turnout of point 125 has excessive 
curvature since design and was laid with curvature 
values beyond permissible limits.  SSE/P.Way/VZM 
cannot resolve this problem through his regular 
maintenance, hence it should be planned for 
conversion of point 125 of VZM yard to 1 in 12 
layout, to reduce the curvature. 

b.Track parameters, not restricted to points and 
crossing, should stringently be maintained within 
limts without any exceptions.  

c.    TLC should chase to bring back locos, due for 
scheduled maintenance, to home shed. 

d. Crew should regularly be counselled about their 
duties in case of an accident as laid down in 
accident manual.;  since some crew members have 
their 1st encounter with accident like situation very 
late in service, so they lose touch of their duties 
in such scenarios. 

e. Guards should be provided with safety items, if not 
CLB, so that they may perform their normal duty 
or in case of an accident/unusual occurrence. 

15. On 01.12.2021 at 18.50hrs, while admitting 
DN-NBOX-E at DVD yard of WAT Div, 4th 
wagon from BV got derailed & 5th one entangled 
& centre pivot pin broken at Km 762/15. Track 
fit 0.04 hrs, OHE-0.40 hrs & S&T 0.45 hrs D-
6 

Prima-facie:- Residual load coal 
around 15 percent sticking to 
derailed wagon right side wall 
leading to off loading of left 
wheels. The same is in between two 
empty wagon. 
Train running with invalid BPC under 
GDR at DNV on 29.11.2021 

Primary:  
Unloading 
authority 
of 
TPAK/BZ
A SCR 

INQUIRY UNDER PROGRESS 

16. On 04.12.2021 at 09.00 hrs,While passing 
through CTS yard at Km  223 of WAT Div, 
leading rear trolley of loco No. 23482 & front 
trolley all wheels of middle loco of train No. 
AMKC 04/04got derailed at point No. 31(A&B). 

Prima-facie:- Buffer entangled 
between front and middle loco and 
got derailed 

 INQUIRY UNDER PROGRESS 

17. On 13.12.2021 at 06.05 hrs, while proceeding 
to siding from R/8, of BXQ station of SBP Div, 
04 wagons of coal load of train No. BOBRN-
MAVB derailed out of which 03 capsized at 
newly laid point No.58B towards sdg by Siding 
authority 

Prima-facie:- due to defective 
track of newly laid point no.58B by 
siding authority. 

 INQUIRY UNDER PROGRESS 
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.      Photo Gallery 

 

 

 

 

 

A MOCK DRILL CONDUCTED BY SR.DSO/WAT AT LC GATE KR-1 (BETWEEN KRPU"B"CABIN- DMRT) 
SECTION FOR ACTION TAKEN BY GK IN CASE ROAD VEHICLE STALLED AT LC GATE.  
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COUNCELLING THE ENGG STAFF AT MVF STATION BY SR.DSO/WAT FOR SUMMER, 
PRECAUTION  WELD FAILURE,AND PERSONAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHILE ON DUTY 
IN SUMMER SEASON . 
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  SR DSO WAT INSPECTING BRAKE VAN OF ARC 51/G9 ON R/3 OF JRT STATION IN KK LINE 

 

PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN  BY SAFETY COUNSELORS AND CIVIL DEFENCE STAFF  
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 Unsatisfactory/Unusual: 

A. The Incident:-On 24.04.2022, there was a failure of UFSBI in Sigdam(SGDM) 
station of WAT division of east coast railway.   
 Though UFSBI system was under AMC and AMC staff was available at site, it 

took around 5 hrs to rectify the failure. 
 Reason being, spare cards were not available and the AMC staff was not prompt 

in trouble shooting. 
 Spare cards were collected from Naupada(NWP) station and failure was 

rectified subsequently. 
 Back Ground:There are 8 nos of UFSBI related signal incidents which occurred in 

East Coast Railway in last one year with average duration of rectification being 
5:18 hrs affecting safety, traffic and punctuality badly. 

 There are 18, 16, 22 sets of UFSBI in KUR, WAT & SBP respectively. 
 Suggestions to concerned officials:Sufficient spare cards should be made 

available at the critical locations, so that in case of this type of signal failures, 
the failure can be rectified promptly. Staff need to be trained properly to 
handle this type of incidents. 

  B. The incident:On 11.04.2022 at about 21.30 hr UP 11020 Konark Express dashed six 
passengers of 12515 Express at km 782/35 to 783/5 between SGDM-CPP BG double 
line electrified B route section of WAT division resulting death of 5 persons at site 
and one injured. 
 Back Ground: DNCBE-SCL SILCHAR Express (12515) stopped at km 782/35 to 

783/5 between CPP-SGDM due to ACP by passengers in 3rd from engine, coach 
number NFR 105450(D2). Some passengers detrained and were on the adjacent 
line while the Konark Express hit them coming from opposite direction. 

 

 Action taken:The injured person was taken to CHE station by 12515 Express where 
doctors attended him and taken to the hospital. SPARME/PSA reached site to 
attend the incident. A 30kmph caution order introduced on UP line till clearance 
of the dead body at 02.05 hr of 12.04.2022 by local police. 

 A publicity awareness campaign through news paper was launched for precautions 
to be taken by public/passengers with respect to the above incident as well as 
high tension OHE line. 
 

C. The incident:On 26.04.2022 6-quad cable cut during BCM working in SLRD-IPM section 
at KM. 620/36-38. Duration of failure 04 hrs from 17.40 hrs to 21.03 hrs, resulting 
04 goods train & 02 coaching trains were affected. 
 Maintenance staff advised to follow proper earthing of signal cables & during block 

proper worksite protection to be observed. 
 An instruction in this regard is under issue. 
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D. The incident:As intimated by LP of train No. N/MSIM; Contact wire detached from 
contact splice at Km 34/22 between ANMD-LAE Dn line of SBP DIV & entangled with 
pantograph of train No. N/MSIM. 
 Fault isolation carried out & found ANMD/SSP to LAE/SP as faulty section.  
 FCB 160 of MSMD/TSS tripped & did not hold from 22.16 hrs of date 24.04.22 

till rectification at 05.56 hrs of 25.04.2022 by tower wagon after clearing 
section. During the period trains moved under TSL. 
 

E. The incident : On 19.04.2022 On duty keyman Sri Rabindra Kumar Jani found iron 
angle lying on track of bridge approach of bridge no 950 at km 573/15-17 Between 
GAM-CAP. SSE/P.way and SSE/bridge were advised not keep any loose material near 
track. It should be properly secured. 
 
F. On 29.04.2022 After carrying out deep screening of point and crossing at LJR 
yard, Initial packing was not done properly. So cross over point 21 failed at 
18:50.PWI/AMB gave track fit at 19:35 and final signal fit was given at 21:20. 
Movement of 2 coaching trains and 4 goods trains affected. 
 Action taken – It was advised to do initial packing properly after deep screening 
work at the end of work on each day. S&T staff should test point operation before 
closing the days work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0-0-0 
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.         Supercheck 

Total 07 super checks were conducted to see the quality of checks done by 
concerned supervisors/officers: 

a. On 14.04.2022 PCSO super checked fire alarm & undergear of PUI-Ajmer 
(20823exp) after C&W examination. Shunting practice was also checked and 
instructed to give specific shunting authority before doing shunting. 

b. On date 15.04.2022 during super check at SIL station of KUR Div, SSO (S&T) 
checked intactness of earth conductor; earth value meggered found within limit. 
JE (Sig)/SIL advised to conduct meggerring for 2022 in time. 

c. On 27.04.2022 Dy.CSO (Elect.) super checked NQR station found  PF-1 SOD 
infringement infront of station building and got rectified. 

d. Anti creep wire running over signal post SH-23 at CTC station having clearance 
less than 02 meter. Cut in insulator need to be provided on both sides of signal 
post to make anti creep wire over signal post dead. Intimated to SSE/TRD/CTC 
for necessary remedial action. 

e. On 08.04.2022 Dy.CSO (Elect.) super checked CTC station; earthing wire of SH-
43 replaced as reported in previous inspection. 

f. Sr DSO/SBP super checked rake examination of train no.22804 (SBP-HWH) at 
SBP Coaching depot & the irregularities such as poor cleaning of exterior coach,  
chlorine tablet filling in Bio-toilets are not checked, foul smell coming from the 
apron of washing line which is unhygienic for the maintenance staff & water 
logging towards the end of the washing lines. Same intimated to Sr.DME for 
necessary action. 

g. Glued joints at different yards were checked by HQ & Divisional safety officers. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0-0-0 
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.     Brochures On Counselling:- 
 

I. Precautions to prevent SPAD (Signal Passing at Danger) 
(Tips for LP) 

 
1. Take proper rest before coming for duty. 
2. Do not join duty with disturbed mind. 
3. Be conversant with rules, procedures and system of working. 
4. Be thorough with the topography of the section with proper LP. 
5. Be vigilant about the signals in the falling gradient. 
6. While signing on ensure no new signals are commissioned after last trip. 
7. Before starting train ensure valid BPC / brake power is available. 
8. Do not allow un-authorized persons in loco. 
9. Conduct continuity test before starting. 
10. Conduct Brake Feel test just after starting, preferably at a speed of 20-25 kmph. 

11. Once train achieves the speed of 40-50 kmph, conduct ‘Brake Power’ test at first opportunity 
and regulate speed accordingly. 

12. Keep mobile telephones of LP & ALP in switched off condition. 
13. In case of distress, speak only after stopping the train. 
14. Be cautious while approaching warning board. 
15. Do not deviate your attention while approaching Signals / CD (caution drive) spots.Remain cool but 

dynamic according to the speed of train. 
16. Call out signal aspects loudly & clearly. 
17. During poor visibility due to fog, heavy rain etc. reduce the speed suitably. 
18. Run at the prescribed speedin safe condition. 
19. Judge braking distance and behaviour of the formation. 
20. If distant signal has failed for a long period, do not assume and take it granted that home signal is 

clear in favour of your train. Be confirmedabout aspect of the signal and observe it till passing. 
21. Don’t allow the supervisors to talk unnecessarily during the train operation while footplating. 
22. Avoid discussions and arguments with foot plating officials while on run. 
23. Be extra vigilant and cautious during failures and abnormal working. 
24. Do not leave Loco unmanned. 
25. Do not Trouble shoot while approaching Signals / CD spots. Attend loco failure after stopping the 

train. 
26. While approaching danger signal repeatedly call out signal aspect till the train comes to dead stop. 
27. Control the train in advance where visibility is less& impaired. 
28. Never presume that, signal may be in favour. 
29. Never hesitate to apply emergency to avoid SPAD. Never discourage / scold ALP for applying 

emergency brake. Sometimes direct ALP to apply emergency to test his reflex and confidence. 
30. Before moving light engine every time check loco brake power. 
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31. Never obey signal aspect conveyed only by Walkie-Talkie. 
32. While observing signals on multiple lines, keep train under control till it is ensured the signal is clear 

for you. 
33. Do brake feel test while restarting a train after a long detention. 
34. Ask relief when not able to concentrate on duty. 
35. While working light engine with CCB system ensure KE valve back up working. 
36. Apply A9 to emergency whenever loco is disabled & do not release till loco is ready. 
37. Request for extra LR when you are not conversant with section. 
38. Request for experienced ALP for first few trips in each section. 
39. Do not do shunting from the rear cab to SPAD during shunting. 
40. Do not pack your line bag / box before train stops at destination or crew changing point. 

--xx-- 

II. Over confidence by crew leading to SPAD 
1- Half heartedrepeatation of signal without hand gesture and without citing full 

name of the signal. 
2- Guessing of signal aspect as green when signal has no light during day time. 
3- Stopping of a train at foot of the signal with asingleapplication of brake. 
4- Loco Trouble shooting on running train thinking that small troublescan be attended 

on run safely.  
5- Assuming that movement shall be on normal course and there shall be no deviation 

for reception at a station. 
6- Assumption of LP about ALP that he shall not commit a mistake. 
7- Sometimes SCR promises to longhours crew that train shall go nonstop to 

destination and crewassumes that he would get through run. 
8- Disregarding of CD&Partial understating of DCO or SCO or any tangible authority. 
9- Late application of brake thinking that brake power of trainis more than the 

requiredpercentage of brake power. 
10- Thinking that Mail Express trains shallbe dispatched first by seeing the aspect of 

advance starter.  
11- Caution Order / any instruction through walkie-talkie or mobile phone is 

neitherclearly understood &norconfirmed through other means. 
12- Wrong interpretation of signal aspect. 
13- Not doing brake feel test & brake power test at first opportunity. 
14- Not reading authority correctly during abnormal working. 
15- Absence of CD boards being understood as withdrawal of CD. 
16- Lack of knowledge ofrecent installation of new signals or presence of right 

handsignals. 
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17- Improper road learning & knowledge of topography of section & operation of 
different group of locomotives. 

--xx-- 

III. Points for Crew Counselling at crew lobby 
 
Following points will be discussed during counseling the LP & ALP at lobby and seminar. 
 
1- Take proper rest at HQ / Running Room before accepting TO and be prepared to work the 

train physically & mentally. 
2- Both LP & ALP should be conversant with the section with valid LR.  
3- Reach the booking point 30 minutes before TO time in full uniform and acknowledge the new 

circulars, any safety message / orders in hard copy / CMS unit. Then do breath analyser 
test & Sign ON. 

4- Take proper Caution Order for your section from lobby / station & switch off the CUG and 
other telephone sets. Test the portable telephone at lobby point. Match the watch &Walkie-
talke with Guard. ALP shall take the FSD(Fog Safe Device) after testing that it is fed with 
upto date data for his section. 

5- Refresh themselves rules on protection each time. 
6- Crew should have the standard equipment, valid safety items & competency certificate. 
7- Both crew shall leave lobby together to the ordered train after taking necessary papers and 

equipments. 
8- Loco should be checked seriously while taking charge from relieved crew – See the log book, 

ensure all oil level, machine room, under gearing, Coupling,  sanders, wiper ,Head light , 
Flasher lights ,horn and all pressure gauges.  

9- Check the formation against any abnormality. Verify the BPC. Conduct continuity of 
pressure. 

10- If BPC is invalid, conduct GDR as per procedure to check brake power and to assess that the 
train is safe to run. 

11- While starting check proper authority (signal/ tangible authority) & start with permission of 
Guard. Before moving forward back the train for two meters to see that coupling is intact 
and locked. Before backing, check if any derailing switch there at the trailing end of the 
train or not. If it is there ask SM to close the same. 

12- Conduct Brake Feel Test for braking assessment as per norms-SR 4.31.04 :- 
i) Immediately after starting the train carry out Brake Feel Test preferably at a speed of 

20-25 kmph. 
ii) Once train achieves the speed of 40-50 kmph conduct 2nd Brake Feel Test before 

proceeding further. 
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13- Have sharp look out of the section while train is running. Call out the aspect of signals name 
of signal and station along with gesture loudly. Same must be acknowledge by LP /ALP with 
full description and gesticulation. 

14- Look back at every opportunity and at the curves to know the behaviour of train formation.  
15- ALP to get down at longer halts to check coupling and other under gears. 
16- Exchange signal with Gateman, Station Master / TP while in run. Signal should be exchanged 

till the other man is visible. 
17- Keep the train under control according to the section & signal aspect. 
18- Follow the Caution order minutely & repeat with Guard. 
19- Negotiate the gradient with proper powering and attacking speed. 
20- Use RB/ dynamic brake to keep the train brake-binding free. 
21- Any abnormality like jerk/ bump experienced in section must be informed to SM before 

clearing the FM. 
22- All memos/ forms received from SM to be read carefully and clarification be sought if 

required. 
23- After stabling a train, sign in stabling load register at station.  
24-  ALP should always assist Loco Pilot& remind the signal aspect frequently along with the 

track side indication boards. Both should not assume the aspect of signal but should confirm 
the aspects & situation. To keep alertness both should repeat all the indications with loud 
voice and keep their mind cool but very alert. No SPAD& no untoward occurrences.   

25- On running train eye, ear, nose & brain should be in most active mode.  
26- ALP must apply Emergency brake while train is in danger. 
27- Do not leave the locomotive unmanned and do not allow unauthorised persons in cab. 
28- While handing over the train to outgoing Crew, share the experience & behaviour of train to 

outgoing crew.  
29- Do not forget to record the unusual occurrence at the time of Safe Sign OFF at lobby. 

--00-- 

 

IV.  GUIDELINES TO AVOID STALLING 
A-While taking over charge (before start): 

1. Ensure load is not permitted far exceeding what is as per WTT (Working Time Table) for 
the section / class of Locomotives. 

2. Ensure ‘No brake binding’ on the formation. The E/L operating handle position should be 
ensured before starting from loading / unloading points. Hand brake of individual wagons 
should be in released condition. 

3. Ensure Sand gears are in working conditions and sand is falling on rail head & sand box 
filled with dry sand & availability of spare sand bags. 

4. Ensure Q-51 relay in de-energized condition/ HPAR in ‘1’ position. Ensure GR in ‘zero’ 
position in lead & rear locomotive (MU locos), when MP is at ‘ZERO’ ( electric locomotives). 
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5. Ensure ECS( in MU-both locos) in RUN position & both Locos ‘LAM( Load Meter) are 
responding, TE limit/ power setter switch in proper position ( inDiesel locomotives) 

6. Check for log book remarks for TMs isolation, auto-regression, poor hauling power etc .and 
take advice of TLC. 

7. In case of any abnormal situation (inclement weather/frequent loco trouble/caution order 
of 30kmph & below at the foot of the gradient), ask for guidance of TLC. 

8. LP should have fair knowledge of the topography of graded section. 

B. While starting/on-run: 

1.  While starting from yards/on gradient sections, use ZQWC & sanders judiciously. 

2. After reducing pressure through A-9, observe Air flow indicator should show proper brake 
release of entire formation. 

3.  Observe TMs current rating/Load meter, while notching-up/throttle operation. 

Sl.No Type of Loco Current rating in Amperes 
10 minutes  60 minutes/ continuous 

1 WAG-5 (Hitachi) 1100A 840/750 A 
2 WAG-7 1100A 960/900A 
4. Proper communication and notching up between lead loco and banker loco. 

5. SM should take off signal well in advance it train is loaded with more than permissible 
tonnage. Section Controller should also notify in advance the SMs of Stations having gradient 
on approach. 

C. While approaching steep ascending gradient. 

1. Keep the train at attacking speed at the bottom/foot of the gradient. 
2. Keep a watch on Ammeter readings and control notches judiciously.  
3. Open few notches before entering up gradient and allow sufficient pause in between 

notches to avoid sudden stretching. 
4. Use sanders judiciously, especially while negotiating curves. 
5. At CD (Caution Drive) spot, avoid use of train brakes (A-9) and ensure full release of train 

brakes and try to clear with throttle/notches operation. 

D. If stalling occurs: 

1. If stalling takes place, give the information to TLC immediately within 5 minutes and act as 
per the advice of TLC. 

2. Do not repeatedly try to pull the load, which may result in damage to rails. 
3. In case of scabbing of rails, before clearing the section, LP should intimate to Station 

Master about the incident duty following the instructions given in SR 6.07.1. 
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V. Some general instructions for better Enginemanship of train  
1. Conduct pressure continuity test of the formation and ensure adequate pressure in loco 

and break van. Also conduct brake feel test just after starting at a speed of20-25 KMPH 
followed by brake power test at 40-50 KMPH.  Work the train if satisfied.  If it is felt 
that brake power is not adequate run the train very cautiously and clear the block section.  
Inform controller on written memo and act as per instruction of controller. 

2. While clearing stabled load conduct GDR check judiciously.  Ensure adequate level of 
pressure and the train brake are fully released. While starting stabled load or detained 
train, back the loco for 5 -8 meters very cautiously after consulting guard to ensure 
proper lock of coupling. 

3. Notch up 3 to 4notches and see whether train starts moving in case of any problem check 
the formation for brake binding. 

4. Obey all safety rules and norms during run.  Call out the aspect of signals and other 
indications in section with hand gesture loudly and act accordingly for the safe running of 
train. 

5. Frequently observe all gauge, and meter readings and act as per trailing load and speed up 
the train. If wheel slip is noticed reduce notches and apply sander until wheel slip stops. 
Then slowly notch up till train moves smoothly. Do not exceed traction motor voltage rate. 
As specified for loco, employ right powering as per the section topography and trailing 
load. 

6. In case voltage reaches maximum value but the current doesn’t, then use MPS(Shunting 
notch) for increasing current to maximum value. 

7. Observe speed restriction meticulously.  Ensure that required speed is attained and brakes 
are released at the location of speed board.  Regain speed after passing the TP/TG board 
or clearing the restriction zone. 

8. Use dynamic brake/RB to maximum extent. This makes smooth controlling without brake 
binding and brake shoe wear. 

9. Avoid over controlling.  Stop applying the brake(Auto A9) as soon as speed drops up to 
little more than restricted speed + 15 KMPH so that pressure is created.  Speed shall 
reach automatically to restricted level at speed board & brake shall be released. 

10. For air brake trains NBD (Normal Braking Distance) is 1 to 1.2 Kms.  For Mail/Express 
trains (except Rajdhani&Shatabdi) the NBD is 1 Km.  On Main Line where double distant 
signals have been provided, the distance between home and outer distant signal is about 2 
Kms which is adequate to control a loaded goods train,  if outer distant signal is found to 
be ‘YY’ from a distance.To ensure that the Loco Pilot should put his notch to ‘0’ and start 
controlling only after the train reaches outer distant signal post or warning-cum sighting 
Board, as the case may be.Train should further be controlled keeping in mind the gradient 
on the block section. 

11. Loco Pilot should try his best to attain maximum permissible speed before approaching an 
up gradient.  He should not try to notch upto on an up gradient as current may start 
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increasing on the up gradient and cause tripping through QRSI in electric loco or wheel slip 
in diesel loco.  When current tends to exceed the maximum rating as mentioned in Para 3 
above, in order to avoid wheel slip and auto-regression in electric loco, Loco Pilot should 
reduce by one notch on every time. 

12. In case the train is stopped on an up gradient, at the time of starting, the Loco pilot 
should apply loco brake only, release the train brake just before starting, take three 
notches and release the loco/ direct brakes.  If train starts moving, after a clearance of 
100 meters, he should gradually notch up to attain permitted speeds. 

13. When stopping a trains on rising/down gradient, Loco pilot must keep loco and train brakes 
applied to avoid rolling down. 

14. In case engine is shut down/OHE fails and train stops on UP/Down gradient for longer than 
15 minutes, wooden wedges, hand brakes as per SR 6.04-2 should be used.  Loco Pilot 
should also immediately stop his train by placing A9 in emergency position, if MR pressure 
drops to less than 5 Kg/Cm2. 

15. In case of problem with Loco/OHE, Loco Pilot must inform TLC/TPC/SCR within 20 
minutes of experiencing the problem as to whether assisting engine is required or not. 

16. Coasting/Notching-up boards are provided in section to remind Loco Pilots to coast /notch 
on the face of approaching down/up gradient.  Loco Pilots and Asstt. Loco Pilots to call out 
such boards and repeat with each other just like any other signals. 

17. While starting from every scheduled/unscheduled halt and after every application of 
brakes, ensure through AFI, that brakes in last coach/wagon are released, before further 
notching-up.  Similarly, avoid over-controlling the train before negotiating speed 
restrictions and ensure that the train brakes are fully released while entering the caution 
zone.  

18. Observe FOP, LOP,BAP,water temperature & battery charging reading after every half an 
hour in Diesel locomotive. 

 
VI. Counselling of OHE  Depot staff: 

1. Discharge/Earthing pole assembly shall be inspected by SE/JE once  in a month. 
2. The cable of earth pole should be renewed if more than 20% strands are broken. 
3. The cable of earth pole shall be flexible and should have adequate cross section of 40 mm2 so 

as to withstand short circuit currents. 
4. The continuity of the cable connection between the top clamp and the earthing clamp should 

be checked once in  a fortnight. 
5. In electrified track, steel tape or metallic tape or tape with woven metal reinforcement 

should not be used. 
6. In electrified track, PVC fiber glass tape shall be used. 
7. Ropes, pulleys, pull lifts, come along clamps, ‘D’ shakells and tirfors etc.  should be tested 

once in six months at least, in the presence of SE/JE- TRD),   and record of such tests  
should be maintained in each depot. 

8. No fallen wires shall be touched unless power is switched off and the wire suitably earthed. 
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9. Any contact with conductors which are not specifically earthed is forbidden. 
10. Ends of conductors which may have snapped should be separately earthed at two points after 

switching off supply to both parts of the OHE. This precaution should also be observed when 
working or in the vicinity of a sectioning point and cut in insulators. 

11. Neutral sections should be treated as live equipment and earthed  separately  at two points 
on either side of the working gang before   commencing work. 

12. When work is to be carried out on an isolator, both sides of the isolator should be earthed at 
two points. 

13. Even when earthing is provided by isolator switches with earthing heels, additional temporary 
earths shall also be provided both side of the isolator at two points. 

14. Each working gang shall be protected by at least two independent earths, one on each side of 
a working gang. 

15. For providing earth on the OHE, fix the earthing clamp securely to a mast at least one span 
away after making sure that the mast to earth rail bond of this mast is intact. 

16. Earthing clamps should always be fixed to the traction rail or mast first and then the top 
clamp must be tested on RT or BT and hooked to the contact wire 

17. For removing the earthing, first remove the hook of discharge rod on the OHE and then the 
clamp fixed to the rail or mast. 

18. If the distance between the working gang exceeds 100 meters, intermediate earth shall be 
provided in such a manner as to ensure that the distance between earths does not exceed 
100meters. 

19. Men shall be deputed on both sides of the site of work to warn the working party of any 
approaching train on the same track and adjacent track. 

20. Ropes made of cotton or jute with ladders should be used. Use of metallic ropes is prohibited 
21. All the staff should wear helmets to protect their heads against any tools or equipment which 

may drop down accidentally. 
22. Staff should protect themselves against an inadvertent fall by wearing   a safety belt and 

helmet for supporting themselves  by a rope sling 
23. A ladder should be held by one person on the ground to prevent slipping, while the top end 

should be tied to the supporting structure or conductor to keep it in position and prevent it 
sliding away. 

24. Ladders should never be allowed to fall on or rest against the contact wire. Ladder should be 
always allowed to fall on catenary wire towards the mast side.  

25. Always provide 20/16 dia. GI bolt in step of ladder which is used for pull lift and extension 
step 

26. More than one person shall not normally be allowed on a ladder as far  as possible. 
27. Climbing on a ladder with wet or slippery foot wear is forbidden. 
28. Use of old extension ladder having less strength should be avoided. 
29. It is important that staff who asks for power block should know the correct method of 

identifying and describing any section of OHE where shutdown is required. 
30. It is necessary to take traffic block while working on tunnel or bridge 
31. All messages relating to shut down and restoration of power supply, permits to work, etc. 

issued over the telephone shall invariably be supported by exchange of private numbers and 
repeated twice. 

32. Whenever there is a doubt in the description, the person asking for power block shall state 
clearly the line (Up or Dn) and OHE structure numbers between which works is to be done. 
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33. When ever power and traffic block is availed in  a section ,always cancel power block and 
traffic block after arrival of tower wagon at station clearing the block section. 

34. While working on the platform of tower wagon during power block, necessary precautions to 
be taken so that platform does not come nearer than 02 mts of nearby charged OHE 

35. While working in power block staff and supervisor should give special attention to the power 
block working limit boards provided on traction masts at both ends of insulated over lap. No 
one should work beyond the power block working limit boards as one   of the two OHEs( IR & 
OOR) of Insulated over lap remains charged with 25 kv during power block. 

36. While working near a sectioning point in yards special care should be taken not to approach a 
section insulator beyond which OHE is live. A staff with red hand signal may be kept there to 
warn the tower wagon driver. 

37. Before cancelling power block supervisor/staff who has taken PTW should ensure that all 
men, material including temporary earths have been removed from OHE, Platform of tower 
wagon is lowered and pantograph lowered and secured properly. 

38. Insulator ( ST,BT & 9T) should be  load tested before use in OHE. For load testing insulator 
testing machines are provided in OHE depots. 

39. Special attention should be given for soundness of traction bonds in yards and in sections. 
Deficient bonds  reported by foot patrolling men should be  rectified at  the earliest. 

40. Special attention should be given for intactness of safety fittings of tower wagons. Working 
of wipers, speedometer, flasher lights should be ensured. Regular monthly TXR checking 
should be ensured. Ultra Sonic Test(UST) of Tower wagon axle  is done once in a year. This 
should be ensured.  

41. Rubber Hand gloves to be used in hand during isolator operation 
42. Safety shoe should be used during duty hours. 
43. Safety helmet should be used to protect head from falling objects, during maintenance work. 
44. Safety jacket to be used during gantry works. 
45. During maintenance of OHE by Tower Car, the staff for chaging the P/B + T/B at station 

master room should be alert for the shunting movement. 
46. All the safety items like skid, VHF set, Hand signal Flag, Banner Flag, Detonator, F.A. Box 

should be ready in the Tower wagon for use. 
47. Staffs during OHE maintenance work should not use mobile phones. They should remain alert 

during maintenance work. They should not consume alcohol during duty hours. They should 
have valid competency certificate with them. 

---xxx--- 


